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Introduction
SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence (SAP MII) allows each login to have a unique and
customized user experience through the Personalization service. The default home page installed with the
product can be easily modified to suit a company, role, or individual needs. A user's home page has a
number of properties that are easily customizable, such as:
•

Page Header

•

Navigation Tree
- Organized tree structure for hyperlinks

•

Content Tabs
- Customizable array of favorite pages, including both SAP xMII and non-SAP xMII content

•

Page Footer

•

Page fonts, images, and colors

The customization is related to the user login account. The customization of the user experience is similar to
the assignment of permissions. A default home page is provided for every user and can be setup through
the “SAP XMII Users” (12.1) or “XMII Users” (12.0) Role. All MII users should be a member of this Role. If a
user is a member of other roles, the user also sees the home page configuration for those roles. If a user
has their own home page configuration, it overrides their role configurations.

This is an example of the Standard and Mobile Themes.
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General Setup
1. First you will need to download the “Sample” project off of the SDN (http://sdn.sap.com)
a. To do so, click on “Downloads” -> “for Manufacturing” -> “xMII 12.0 Sample Projects and Tools”.
2. Import the “Sample” project into your MII system.
3. In the Workbench under the “Web” tab go to “Sample” -> “Themes”. Here you will find the default files
that MII uses. The files needed are:
a. DynamicHomePage.xsl
b. DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl – Optional, Advanced users, located in the “Stylesheets” folder
c. DynamicSimpleHTMLHomePage.xsl – Optional, mobile themes
d. DefaultHeader.xml
e. DefaultFooter.xml
f. HomePage.css
4. Next create a “Theme” folder directly under your target Project.
5. Copy the above files into this newly created “Theme” folder.
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MII Theme
Overview
There are 4 main areas that can be modified:
1. Header
2. Tab Table - Content Display Tabs
3. SubMenu Bar - User Name, Log Off, Refresh, Documentation
4. Navigation Pane

DynamicHomePage.xsl
The default stylesheet is the DynamicHomePage.xsl and is the container which pulls all of the related files
together. Therefore, it will be the starting point for modifying the theme. All references to other files are
done within this page. It is also possible to turn on and off certain areas of the page.
The home page stylesheet has a reference to a Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) file. This CSS file has all the
style, font and color settings for the home page. The CSS provides a simple way to change these settings.
This allows you to manipulate the tab color, the images in the background of the tabs, the navigation tree as
well as headers and footers on the home page. Most customization can be accomplished by editing the CSS
file.
Additionally, the stylesheet allows you to 'import' a header and footer file allowing you greater customization
and branding of your theme. Your home page will automatically size to fit your screen resolution, taking into
account the size required for the header and footer sections of the page provide you define a height attribute
somewhere in the document.
Note: If a stylesheet is not assigned or recognized due to an error, then the DynamicaHomePage.xsl will be used.
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Default DynamicHomePage.xsl file

For further customization, there is a section at the top of the DynamicHomePage.xsl file of “USER
CONFIGURABLE PARAMETERS”. These parameters are described below.
1. HomePageCSS
•

This is the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) that defines the style/color scheme of your SAP MII
home page. It is defined with an absolute path.

•

Note: “/XMII/CM” is equivalent to the Web tab on the Workbench. Therefore, all of our files
are being stored there. It is recommended to store your files in the Web tab of the
Workbench.

2. HeaderURL
•

Absolute URL path to where the header file is located.

3. ShowTabs
•

This is a setting to display content tabs. If it is set to true, the user's content tabs are shown for
easy selection of additional content. If it is set to false, no tabs are shown. Valid settings for true
are “1, t, true”. Valid settings for false are “0, f, false” (text is case insensitive). The default value
is 1 (true).
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4. ShowNavigationTree
•

If it is set to true, the navigation tree on the left side of the page is displayed. Keep in mind that
a show/hide navigation bar appears in a table cell above the navigation tree whenever the tree is
visible, so users can show or hide it on the fly. Valid settings are the same as the ShowTabs
parameter. The default setting is 1 (true).

5. WrapNavigationItems
•

This parameter controls whether the items in the Navigation tree will wrap to another line if their
character length exceeds the table size. Valid settings are the same as the ShowTabs
parameter. The default setting is 0 (false).

6. ShowFooter
•

If it is set to true, a footer is displayed at the bottom of the home page. Valid settings are the
same as the ShowTabs parameter. The default setting is 1 (true).

7. FooterURL
•

Absolute URL path to where the footer file is located.

The following items will need to be changed in order for your Theme to work in the DynamicHomePage.xsl
file.
1. Make sure to modify the “HomePageCSS” parameter path (line 7) to point its current location. The
path must be absolute. For example:
<xsl:param name="HomePageCSS"> XMII/CM/<Project>/Themes/HomePage.css</xsl:param>
2. Refer to the above point “1” and make sure the “HeaderURL” (line10) and “FooterURL” (line 22)
parameters point to the correct location as well.
3. Modify the following “<xsl:include>” (line41) to point to the XMII project which is hidden. It should
look like this:
- <xsl:include href="/XMII/Stylesheets/DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl"/>
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Header (1)

This is an easy way to include a piece of customized HTML at the top of your home page It must be stored
as an XML document, however you can paste HTML in it if it is well-formed. Additionally, you must define a
node with a height attribute. This can be on an image or table tag. (The default file has height settings for
the images that appear at the top left and top right of the home page). The height attribute allows the home
page style sheet to correctly account for the size of the header area.
Files Used:
1. DynamicHomePage.xsl
2. DefaultHeader.xml
3. HomePage.css
Make sure that you are referencing the correct Header in the DynamicHomePage.xsl file.
This section is where most people would add a company Logo and Name.
To modify the header information, open the DefaultHeader.xml file. This file will contain an HTML table.
Modification will only be made within the start (<table>) and end (</table>) table tags. By default, there is
one row with 4 columns.
• Do not remove the table definition from the header.
• Make sure that one of your table definitions (<td>) or image(s) has a height assigned to it. Otherwise
your changes will not show up as this is required.
The following style can be modified in the HomePage.css to change the look and feel of the Header:
1. Header
2. HeaderTable
3. HeaderTitle
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Tab Table: Content Display Tabs (2)

It is also possible to modify the look and feel when you are hovering over a Content Tab. Since all changes
are cosmetic, only the HomePage.css will need to be modified.
Files Used:
1. HomePage.css
Changes to the Content Display tab are cosmetic, such as:
• Background Color
• Font Size
• Font Style
The following styles can be modified to change the look and feel of the Content Display Tabs:
1. TabTable – Modify background color, font size, font
2. TabTableHover – Modify background color when hovering over tab
3. TabTable A – Modify font color
There are other styles related to the Tab Table and are prefixed with “TabTable”.
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SubMenu Bar: User Name, Log Off, Refresh, Documentation (3)

All changes are cosmetic, therefore only the HomePage.css will need to be modified.
Files Used:
1. HomePage.css
Changes to the Submenu Bar are cosmetic, such as:
• Background Color
• Font Size
• Font Style
The following style can be modified to change the look and feel of the SubMenu Bar:
• SubMenuBar – Modify the background color
There are other styles related to the Sub Menu bar and are prefixed with “SubMenuBar”.
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Navigation Pane (4)

All changes are cosmetic, therefore only the HomePage.css will need to be modified.
Files Used:
1. HomePage.css
Changes to the Navigation Pane are cosmetic, such as:
• Background Color
• Font Size
• Font Style
The following style can be modified to change the look and feel of the Navigation Pane:
• NavTable – Modify the background color
There are other styles related to the Navigation Pane and are prefixed with “NavTable”.
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Adding a Theme
1. Go to the MII Menu page and click on “Navigation Services” -> “Navigation”, a new page will open.

2. Modification can be done on either a Role or User which is associated with this theme.
3. Choose a role or user to which the change will be applied.
4. Click on the ellipse “…” to choose the theme you created. All “Web” content is stored under the
“CM” folder, choose your file from there. The DynamicHomePage.xsl is the file to reference.
5. Save your changes.
6. To test, open up a new browser and make sure to login with the correct user.
Note: If the Theme has not changed after a new login, it is possible that somewhere in your XML or XSL files

there is a formatting issue. By default, if your newly created Theme is formatted incorrectly, MII will use
the default MII Theme (DynamicHomePage.xsl). To find out what the error is, look in the NetWeaver
logs (last 24 hours should suffice), which can be viewed using NetWeaver Administrator. If you do a
search for “XML_TRANSFORM_ERROR” on the “Message” field, it will give you a timeframe to narrow
down your search.
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Mobile Theme
Introduction
Customizing a mobile theme follows a similar structure as outlined above for the standard MII theme. Let’s
begin with a short background on how a mobile device is recognized.
The server by default will attempt to sniff out whether or not the HTTP request was issued from a standard or
mobile browser and return content based off of this distinction. When the request is issued, there are values
set in the HTML META Tags which describe the requesting device, specifically the “User-Agent” tag. This
tag will indicate the devices identifier. There are currently multiple free web sites that implement browser
sniffing utilities that can be used to identify the value of the “User-Agent” tag that your mobile device is using
to identify itself. To identify which value your device is using simply browse to one of these pages (i.e.:
http://apptools.com/phptools/browser/) and identify a keyword from the string that separates it from other http
capable devices. In the example below a screenshot from a BlackBerry device browsing this page shows the
HTTP_USER_AGENT string to be:

From this string the keyword “BlackBerry” can be extracted as the identifier for the requesting device. This
value can then be added to the “MII_CLIENTINI” database table.
The next time that the device sends the HTTP request to the MII server, it will serve up the mobile stylesheet
based off what is defined in the Navigation Editor for the logged in username and role.
In the mobile theme, editing is done directly in the stylesheet (XSL) so basic stylesheet knowledge is helpful.
A starting place for creating this stylesheet is the default mobile theme
“DynamicSimpleHTMLHomePage.xsl”. This file is container with references to all of the other MII
Stylesheets. Refer to the Setup which shows how to the download the “Sample” project which contains these
files.
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Setup
Creating a mobile theme:
1. Download the DynamicSimpleHTMLHomePage.xsl.
2. Enable your mobile device to be able to render web pages, Style Sheets, JavaScript, etc.
a. For example, a Blackberry needs the following settings checked in its web browser:
i. Support JavaScript
ii. Allow JavaScript popups
iii. Support Style Sheets

b.

Refer to your mobile devices website for what settings need to be changed, if any.

3. Modify the XMII_CLIENTINI database table if necessary. Below you can see the default mobile
devices that are in the Clientini table. If your device is not in this table, it will have to be added. To
do this, use a browser sniffer on the mobile device to determine what value to enter into the
“HEADERFIELDVALUE” field. The value entered into the headerfieldvalue does not need to be an
exact match but a distinct substring. This value will be used to identify to MII if this is a mobile
device. If your headerfieldvalue is already in the list below no changes are needed. There are two
ways to modify this file depending on your MII version:
a. In version 12.0 you will need to manually go into the database and modify the
“XMII_CLIENTINI” table.
This table is located in the default NetWeaver database. The database is named after your
SAP SID (which is usually three letters long).
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b. In version 12.1 under “System Management” -> “Configurations” -> “Client Properties” there
is a configuration option specific to this table. Export the “Client Properties” file, unzip the file
and open it for editing. Note the file is stored as XML, so an XML editor would be easiest to
read and update. Add a new line and enter the appropriate information. Repackage the file
to be imported back into MII using the configuration menu.

4. Mobile Tree
a. In the MII Menu go to Navigation Services -> Navigation -> Mobile Tree tab -> and then
choose a user or role to add content too.

In the above figure, Line Status, Line Speed and KPIs where created.

i. To create a Header, such as “Line Status”, create a name with no link.
ii. To create a URL such as “Line Speed”, create a name with a link associated with it.
iii. To modify the background color of the header, open up the
DynamicSimpleHTMLHomePage.xsl and do a search for ‘bgcolor="#003366”’. On
the original page this would be line 48.
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5.

Open up the MII Workbench, go to the Web tab and open up your mobile stylesheet. The default
MII stylesheet for mobile browsers looks very plain, as shown below:

You will most likely want to modify this with your company logo and add any URLs. With some
simple modifications your mobile theme can look more suitable:

6. Make sure when all modifications are done to your stylesheet, that you test it through Workbench
and make sure it renders correctly in the web browser. If it does not, check the NetWeaver log file
for errors.
7. Using your mobile device login to the MII machine. The following URL can be used,
http://<server>:<port>/XMII.
8. If the stylesheet does not render as you would expect or it defaults to a previous version, make sure
to clear your mobile browser’s cache.
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Example
This example will run you through making a simple change to your Theme. It will cover the process to do so,
along with checks to make sure everything is working correctly.
1. Download the “Sample” project from the SDN and place it under the “SAP” project in the “Themes”
folder.
2. Open the DynamicHomePage.xsl file and modify the paths accordingly. In this example the following
will be changed:
a. HomePageCSS =
/XMII/CM/SAP/Themes/HomePage.css
b. HeaderURL =
/XMII/CM/SAP/Themes/DefaultHeader.xml
c. FooterURL =
/XMII/CM/SAP/Themes/FooterHeader.xml
d. xsl:include href=
/XMII/Stylesheets/DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl
i. The xsl:include will point to the default MII DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl file as no
modifications were done to this file. Modification of this file should be done by those
who are knowledgeable in XSL. For more information, see the Advanced section.
3. Test the DynamicHomePage.xsl so it opens up in the browser. If it is not formatted correctly you will
receive an error (“The XML cannot be displayed”) in your browser, which tells you that the file is
formatted incorrectly. If the file is formatted correctly, it will be displayed in the browser.
4. Open up the following file /XMII/CM/SAP/Themes/DefaultHeader.xml. Change the “HeaderTitle” on
Line 11 from “xMII” to “Test Header”.
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5. Test this page to make sure it is well formatted. Similar to step 3.

6. Go to the MII Menu and click on “Navigation Services” -> “Navigation”, from here a new page will
open.
7. Select a Role or User to be associated with this theme. Select “User” for our scenario from the
“Select Role or User” drop down box.
8. Choose your user from the “Account Names” drop down; in this scenario we will use “Administrator”.
9. Click on the ellipse “…” to choose the theme. All “Web” content is stored under the “CM” folder,
make sure to choose your file from here. The DynamicHomePage.xsl is what we wish to reference.
In our example, we will be using “/XMII/CM/SAP/Themes/DynamicHomePage.xsl”.

10. Save your changes.
11. In order to test this scenario, open up a new browser and make sure to login with the correct user. If
you are already logged in with the correct user (Administrator), click the refresh button on the MII
SubMenu bar and not the browsers refresh button. Refer to the Troubleshooting section 2-a, for
more details on how the MII refresh works.
Note: If the Theme has not changed after a new login, then somewhere in your XML or XSL file, there
is a formatting issue. By default, if the DynamicHomePage.xsl is formatted incorrectly, MII will use the
default MII Theme. To find out where this error is coming from you will need to look in the logs which
can be viewed using NetWeaver Administrator. If you do a search for “XML_TRANSFORM_ERROR”
on the “Message” field, it will give you a timeframe to narrow down your search.
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Troubleshooting Scenarios
Below are the top 5 troubleshooting issues.
1. If you receive the error below when testing a file in Workbench, check the file for incorrect syntax. If
you are still unable to determine the problem, refer to the NetWeaver logs (last 24 hours) for more
information. This can be viewed in NWA (NetWeaver Administrator). If you do a search for
“XML_TRANSFORM_ERROR” on the “Message” field, it will give you a timeframe to narrow down
your search.

2. A change was made to the Theme and it is not taking effect after refreshing the page.
Reason: The first time a page is called the browser will cache web page. If the page has not
changed, then it will pull that page from its cache. There may be times where you do not want this
to happen or it does not notice a change was made and uses the old cached file. Below are 3 ways
to clear the cached file, start from the top and work your way down until it works.
a. Click the refresh button in the MII SubMenu Bar, not the browser’s refresh button. Doing so
will rebuild the Personalization XML file which is what holds all of your Theme content.
Refer to the Advanced section “Service=SystemInfo” for more details about what is stored in
the Personalization XML file.

b. Clear the cache in the browser. If this does not work refer to section “c”.
c.

Modify the URL so it is different, but will not change the result. For example, if the URL
which was not working is http://<server>:port/XMII change it to
http://<server>:port/XMII?a=b. Adding “a=b” to the end of the URL will make your browser
think that this is a new URL, therefore it will not be pulled from the cache.

3. All URL’s or paths used in the XML and XSL are case sensitive.
4. The theme which you created is not showing up and instead you are seeing the default MII theme.
Reason: This will be the case if there is an error in your stylesheet, such as not being properly
formatted. If MII cannot use the stylesheet provided for whatever reason (usually formatting issues)
it defaults to the standard MII Theme. Look at the NetWeaver log files for more information.
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5. If you are unsure if your mobile device is being recognized you can use the following URL on your
mobile device:
http://<server>:port/XMII/Illuminator?Service=SystemInfo&Mode=CurrentProfile&ContentType=text/x
ml
a. Look for the keyword “Mobile” within the XML file. If you do not see this than your device is
not being recognized.
b. Note: Not all mobile devices can display XML in their mobile browsers. For example, the
Blackberry is unable to support the txt/xml format in its browser. Therefore, you would not
be able to test using this method.
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Advanced
This section is only for those that are experienced with XSL. For more information on XSL, you can visit
http://www.w3schools.com/default.asp . Changing any of the below settings can break your MII
Personalization page from working. Therefore, it is recommended to create a backup before any
modification is done.
DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl

If you wish to change the structure of the MII Theme, the DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl will need
to be modified. Below are the sections where most of the modifications will need to take place:
1. Content Display Tabs
•
DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl – Lines 235 to 285.
2. SubMenu Bar - User Name, Log Off, Refresh, Documentation
• In DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl it is line 143 to 187.
3. Navigation Bar
• In DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl it is line 314 to 368.
4. To change the Title that shows up on the top of the Web Browser go to line 93 on the
DynamicHomePageLibrary.xsl.
Service=SystemInfo
The following URL will display an XML file. This is the file that is used to create the Personalization page.
http://<server>:port/XMII/Illuminator?Service=SystemInfo&Mode=CurrentProfile&ContentType=text/xml
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